
 

Belleville Area District Library Board 
Building Committee Meeting Notes 

August 18, 2020 
 

In attendance: Joy Cichewicz, Mary Jane Dawson, John Juriga, Dan Whisler, Matt Ratzow, Dean Kokkales, 
and Hilary Savage. 
 
The meeting convened at 10:21 am. 
 
Miscellaneous finishing work continues in the new building, as reported by Dean Kokkales:   

• Following the brick wash, the exterior of the building was caulked as well as a few interior 
places.   

• Consource roughed in the radio boosters for emergency service communications.  Power and a 
hole in the roof for the coaxial cable are still needed.  Dan Whisler will speak to the fire 
department about testing the system when it is completed. 

• The painter will return next week to complete the punch list. 

• Signage and patching are also still to be completed. 
 
Work on the future parking lot continues: 

• The storm water system is in process of construction.  Tanks will be received tomorrow, and 4-5 
runs of pipe are still left to assemble.  

• DTE, Comcast, and AT&T are or will be informed of change to telephone pole plans.  DTE is 
moving forward with their design drawings for the placement of the poles in the 
library/municipal parking lot easement. 

• Hennessey has been contacted regarding inspecting the construction of the storm water system. 

• Concrete company is lined up. 

• Dean estimates that curb cutting is about 3 weeks out, and hopes to be paving by mid-
September. The power poles are the item that could hold this up. 

 
Dan Whisler spoke with his contact at SES, John Abraam. SES has been advised by their insurance 
company that Option 1 would adequately fix the issue, and will not fund Option3 which the building 
committee had selected.  The extra cost of Option 3 would be the responsibility of the library to pay. 
The Building committee needs to know what the cost will be.  John Abraam will attend a special meeting 
of the committee next week to discuss the differences between options 1 and 3 from an engineering 
standpoint, and provide a cost estimate. 
 
The DDA streetscape, electricity, and paving will be further discussed at the next meeting. 
 
The meeting adjourned at 12:31 pm. 
 
 


